
Author’s Note

This edition brings together five texts that converge on a single prob-

lematic: the interplay of tensions between culture and society, aes-

thetics and politics, signs and ideologies. The stage on which these

tensions are debated corresponds to Chile in the 1980s and early

1990s. The book analyzes the meaning of the discursive strategies

constructed by the political culture of the left, the aesthetic neo–

avant-garde, and the alternative movement in the social sciences, in-

cluding their problematic differences. But the questions contained

in this analysis go beyond their contextual referent to engage in a

discussion—vital for any cultural and political context—regarding

the relationships between institutional discourses and critiques of

representation, constituted and informal forms of knowledge, so-

cial identity and subjectivity in crisis, legitimized practices and those

situated at the margins of organized cultural systems.

Other than ‘‘Roturas, memoria y descontinuidades (homenaje a

W. Benjamin)’’ [Ruptures, Memory, and Discontinuities (Homage to

Walter Benjamin)], the chapters are revised and transformed ver-

sions of previous publications and talks. Chapter 2 first appeared as

‘‘Una cita limítrofe entre neovanguardia y postvanguardia’’ [A Bor-

der Citation: Between Neo– and Post–Avant-Garde] in the anthol-

ogy Modernidade: Vanguardias artísticas na América Latina [Modernity:

Artistic Avant-Gardes in Latin America] (Sao Paulo: Memorial/

Unesp, 1990). Chapter 3, ‘‘Destrucción/reconstrucción/desconstruc-

ción’’ [Destruction, Reconstruction, and Deconstruction], was pub-



lished in the journal Nueva sociedad (Caracas) 116 (November/Decem-

ber 1991). Chapter 4, ‘‘En torno a las ciencias sociales: Líneas de

fuerza y puntos de fuga’’ [The Social Sciences: Front Lines and Points

of Retreat], is based on a paper delivered at the first meeting of the

Inter-American Cultural Studies Network, organized by the Center

for Social Research, City University of New York, and the Universi-

dad Autónoma Metropolitana [unam], which took place in Mexico

City inMay 1993. Chapter 5, ‘‘Escenario democrático y política de las

diferencias’’ [StagingDemocracy and the Politics of Difference],was

published in the Revista de crítica cultural (Santiago) 5 (June 1992).
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